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Introduction
Soft curvy asses and round plump butts can make any straight man's cock stand at full erect attention. 
Even if you can't convince your slut to let you fuck her up her tight heart-shaped butt, you can at least
stick it between her cheeks and admire how good your foot long hot dog looks between her warm buns. 
And if you do that long enough, you'll have to admit that you have a Butt Fetish that just won't quit!

Adult Review
It really doesn't matter if you're a man who loves big tits, because a luscious curvy butt is also hot enough to give you a hot
and horny porn fix.  If you think you need to be reminded just how great soft round asses look and feel while getting stuffed
with dick, you can always pays a visit to Butt Fetish, where the female backside is celebrated and the main point of porn
attraction in every hot sexy scene.
  
  There are currently 149 butt loving videos at Butt Fetish.  Brand new content is being uploaded about once every two
weeks, so the amount of fresh hot ass that you can see is growing fast.  Most of the videos run about 20 to 30 minutes. 
Unfortunately, experienced porn surfers will recognize a lot of these vids from elsewhere on the Net.  None of the content is
exclusive to this website, but being able to see almost 150 scenes that cater to this fetish makes this a solid collection worth
going through.
  
  Butt Fetish took these scenes and re-encoded them in a bunch of different formats to make your porn viewing as convenient
as possible.  If you need to see these butts while walking around, then take advantage of the MP4 portable format.  If you're
just going to view from your PC, there are several different flavors of WMV, and even an MPG option.  The highest
resolution is a 720 x 540 WMV which is big enough to show off any sexy dimples that these whores may have on their sexy
asses.
  
  There are also hundreds of vidcaps for each Butt Fetish episode, in case you want to preview the butt loving action before
watching the video.  This is a good idea, because this is a butt fetish site, not an anal sex fetish site, though the two definitely
go hand in hand.  So if you're looking to download scenes that only showcase hard anal, then make sure you go through the
screen caps to find them.  Certain sets also contain high res photo galleries where the sluts bend over and show off their
booties before they get plowed.
  
  If you're a fan of POV action, you need to check out the 8/04 update that features the sexy Spanish pornstar Rebecca
Linares.  Her ass looks amazing as she gets bent over and taken from behind, and also as she rides a thick dick reverse
cowgirl style!
  
  Butt Fetish is priced at $29.97 for a monthly membership. That membership will also give you access to all of the additional
pornsites that make up the Jerked Network, all of which are listed to the right side of this review.  That's hundreds of
exclusive XXX scenes for a one cheap discounted signup.  So take advantage of this offer before it goes away!

Porn Summary
Butt Fetish is a must see for lovers of sexy round rumps.  These bitches pack major fucking booty heat from behind, and love
to have their asses slapped and tapped by thick dicks all the time!
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